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Abstract-In order to reduce the influence of the grid harmonic 
currents and voltages, harmonic compensation is regularly imple
mented for a grid-tied inverter. In this paper a new topology of 
higher order power filter for single-phase grid-tied voltage-source 
inverters (VSI), named L(LCLh, is introduced. The subscript 
is added to the name to avoid confusion with LLCL filter. In 
the proposed design the inverter side inductance is divided into 
three parts, and the grid side inductor is removed. Also an 
additional resonant branch at the double of switching frequency 
is added to the traditional LLCL filter to attenuate high frequency 
harmonics. The total inductance of this filter is less than LLCL 
filter with the amount of the grid side inductor. A comparative 
study and discussions on the subject of the traditional LLCL 
filter and the proposed L(LCLh filter have been conducted and 
assessed through both experimental hardware implementation 
and Matlab/Simulink-based simulation on a 700 W, 120V I 60 
Hz single-phase grid-tied inverter. Also, a straightforward engi
neering design benchmark is suggested to discover parameters 
of the proposed L(LCLh filter. It is concluded that, compared 
with the LLCL filter, the L(LCLh filter not only has less voltage 
drop and total inductor size, but also has better performance on 
reducing high order current harmonics. 

Index Terms-Grid-tied voltage-source inverter (VSI), LCL
filter; LLCL filter; L(LCLh filter; current harmonics; switching
frequency, Power quality. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

R ENEWABLE energy sources and distributed generation 
(DG) resources are mostly connected to the power grid 

through a grid-connected inverter [1]. In order to limit the 
excessive current harmonics which are mostly produced by 
the sine pulse width modulation (PWM), a low-pass power 
filter is usually put in between a voltage-source inverter (VSI) 
and the grid [2]. The use of the PWM system necessitates 
an output filter to limit the grid-injected current harmonics, 
satisfying the standards of IEEE 1547.2-2008 and IEEE 519-
2014. L-filters are typically used, but they have the drawbacks 
of slow dynamic response and big inductor value [3], [4]. In 
comparison to a first-order L filter, an LCL filter can satisfy 
the standards for grid interconnection with notably smaller 
size and cost, primarily for applications in several kilowatts 
[5]-[7]. 

For industrial uses, price of the components is a vital aspect 
of selecting the power filter of the grid-tied inverter. Owing 
to the growing cost of copper, various methods have been 
implemented to cut down the price of the power filter. One 
helpful way is to increase the switching frequency of the 

inverter where the method, surely, depends on the device 
proficiency and cost. 

Nowadays, most power electronic designs are limited by 
thermal constraints. Power dissipation and surface area have 
a major influence on temperature increase. The volume and 
size of the component are two measures that the surface area 
of the object is directly linked with. The use the total power 
loss of the LCL filter as the optimization factor in the design 
was introduced in [8]. It explores the LCL filter design method 
from the perspective of efficiency and reduction in size and 
weight (and therefore cost) of the filter. 

Special topologies or controls are other measures that have 
been focused on by researchers. In [9] a three-level neutral 
point clamped (NPC) converter as a high power renewable 
energy grid interface was introduced, trying to achieve higher 
switching frequency and efficiency. In [10], the LLCL-filter 
topology with two resonant circuits between the ripple induc
tor and the grid-side inductor to decrease the two dominant 
harmonic currents around the switching frequency and the 
double of switching frequency was proposed. 

Moreover, LCL filter and LLCL filter colleagues have been 
studied in a number of different papers. For example, Ref. [11] 
examines the conducted Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) 
issues for the high-order power-filter-based single-phase full
bridge grid-tied inverter by means of the unipolar modulation 
in discontinuous mode. In order to minimize the additional 
reactive power as well as to achieve a small value of capac
itor, a Differential Mode EMI suppressor for the LLCL-filter 
based system was proposed in [12]. To decrease the overall 
inductance value, without increasing the capacitive reactive 
power, modified LCL-filter topology using an extra parallel 
LC resonant circuit was suggested in [13]. A capacitor-current
feedback active damping by means of reduced computation 
delay was proposed in [14]. By using this method, the virtual 
impedance functions more similar to a resistor in a broader 
frequency range, and the unstable poles of the open loop are 
eliminated; consequently, great robustness against the grid
impedance deviation is attained. The magnetic integration of 
the LCL filter in grid-connected inverters was investigated 
in [15]. By placing the windings accurately and sharing an 
ungapped core, the major fluxes created by the two inductors 
of an LCL filter cancel out mostly in the common core. 

As the further work of [16], this paper is to propose a 
modified high-order filter design, named L(LCLh filter based 
on the LLCL filter. This filter can reduce the harmonics at the 
switching frequency and multiples of the switching frequency, 
while saving the total inductance and thereby leads to size 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the LLCL filter. 

reduction of the filter. The most important role of the grid 
side inductor in the traditional LLCL filter is to decrease the 
harmonics around the twice of the switching frequency. In 
the new topology, this inductor is removed, and the converter 
side inverter of the filter is split into three parts. Then, two 
resonant traps at switching frequency and double of switching 
frequency are inserted in between the converter side inductor. 
The proposed filter is able to attenuate the current ripple 
components better than the LCL and traditional LLCL filters. 
This study can pave the path for the design and implementation 
of the L(LCLh filter in VSI applications. This work has also 
presented the tools for further exploring the L( LCLh filters for 
other case studies, such as analyzing stability of the system, 
optimizing the filter parameters, designing damping methods 
and EMI suppressor for the filter, etc. 

The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. First, 
the principle of an LLCL filter is presented for a single-phase 
power converter. Then, a new engineering design procedure of 
the high order power filter is proposed and the related analysis 
is done. Finally, experimental results on a 700 W, 120 V /60 
Hz single-phase grid-tied inverter prototype with LLCL and 
L( LCLh filters are carried out and compared to confirm the 
correctness of the theoretical analysis. 

II. PRINCIPLE OOF LLCL-FILTERS 

The circuit configuration of an LLCL-filter-based single
phase grid-tied VSI is shown in Fig. 1. The inverter output 
voltage and current of the LLCL filter are represented as Vi 
and ii, and the grid voltage and current are represented as 
v 9 and ig . The switching frequency is shown as fs (in hertz) 
or Ws (in radians per second).The power grid is assumed to 
be a perfect voltage source with zero impedance, to supply a 
continuous voltage at the frequency of 60 Hz. 

The output voltage viet) of the single-phase full-bridge 
voltage source inverter (VSI) can be calculated as (1), while 
it is utilized under the situation of sine-triangle, unipolar, and 
asymmetrical regular sampled PWM [17]. 

Vi(t) = mVdeCOS(WOt) 

00 ±oo 2VdeJn(k7rm) mr 
+ L L k1r sin( 2) cos(kwst + nwot) 

k=l n=±l 
(1) 

where m is the modulation index, Vde is the dc link voltage, 
Wo is the fundamental frequency in radians per second, and 

I n(X) is referred as the integrals of the Bessel function, which 
7r 

is known as: I n(x) = J cos(mf - xsint)dt , representing the 
o 

sideband harmonic magnitude. 
The inverter output impedance while W i= Wo can be written 

as 

. Vi(jW) 
ZO(J w) = -. -( -. -) Ivg( jw )=o 

Zi JW 
(L n L21 Cf + (Ln + L2dLfCf )(jw)3 + (Ln + L2d(jw) 

(L2 1 + Lf )Cf(jw)2 + 1 
(2) 

Considering the harmonic current recommendation in 519-
2014 and IEEE 1547.2-2008 [18], [19] the grid-side current ig 
is supposed as the ideal continuous current at the fundamental 
frequency. With that in mind, the branch circuit of inductor L21 

can be seen opened by considering the effects of the inverter 
high-frequency harmonics. Then (2) can be approximately 
rewritten as follows 

. Vi (jW) . . 1 
Zo(Jw) = -. -( -. -) IwT'wo= LnJw + LflJw + -C. (3) 

Zi JW fJ w 

Additionally, I / C f j w « Lnjw is almost always true 
around the switching frequency or higher in an LLCL filter. 
Then, (3) can be simplified as 

Z ( .) Vi (jW) I L· L· (4) o JW = -. -( -. -) WT'wo = nJw + f IJw 
Zi JW 

And the amplitudes of harmonics of inverter-side current ii 
can be derived as 

(5) 

where the amplitude output voltage harmonic VH(n , k) is 

(6) 

when k = 1, 2, ... , 00 and n = ± 1, ± 2, ... , 00 

Fig. 2 shows the main harmonic current power density 
spectrum of the inverter output current in the hardware setup, 
when the dc link voltage V de is 350 V, the modulation index 
m is 0.9, inverter-side current ripple is 24.1 %Iref (lref is 
fundamental peak current), and the switching frequency fs is 
20 kHz. As can be seen, the topmost harmonics of inverter 
output current are around the switching frequency and then the 
multiples of switching frequency. Consequently, the paralleled 
trap L fl C f is mainly limited by the harmonics around the 
switching frequency and the grid-side inductor L21 is limited 
by double of switching frequency [20], [21] . 

Assuming that the grid is an ideal sinusoidal voltage source, 
the transfer functions i i (s) / Vi (s) be calculated as (7): 

(L 1L2Cf + (Ll + L2)Lf Cf )s3 + (L l + L2) S 
(7) 
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Fig. 2. Main harmonic current power density spectrum of inverter using 
unipolar modulation. 

and the transfer functions ig ( s ) / Vi (s) of LLCL filter can be 
expressed as: 

ig(s) 
CUi --+ig (S) = --lvg(s)=O 

Vi(s) 

(L 1L 2Cf + (Ll + L 2)Lf Cf )s3 + (Ll + L2)S 
(8) 

III. PROPOSED L(LCLh FILTER 

In this paper, a new topology of the LLCL filter structure is 
proposed, as also illustrated in Fig. 3, where the inverter side 
inductance of the LLCL filter is separated into three sections 
to allow inserting resonant traps in between them. Also the 
resonant capacitor of the traditional LLCL filter is divided into 
two capacitors to produce a new resonant branch at double of 
switching frequency. Consequently, the grid side inductance of 
the LLCL filter (L21) can be removed. As a result, since the 
total amount of the capacitor does not change, the capacitive 
reactive power at rated load will remain constant. Compared to 
the conventional LLCL filter-based system, not only does not 
the additional trap inserted between grid side inductance add 
to the control difficulties of the system, but also it reduce the 
size of the electromagnetic part of the system, which leads to 
a more efficient and cheaper low pass filter. Considering A(s) 
and M(s) definitions as below 

Z2(S)Zf2(S) M(s) = Z2(S) + 1 
A(s) = Z2(S) + Zf2(S)' Zf2(S) 

(9) 

Where Zl (s)=sL12 , Z2(s)=sL22=sL32 , Zj1(s)=sLj1 + lIsC j1 
and Zf2( s )=sLf2+lIsC f2 . And assuming grid is an ideal 
sinusoidal voltage source, the transfer functions i1 (S)/Vi (s) 
and the transfer functions ig (S)/Vi (s) of L(LCLh filter can 
be, respectively, derived as: 

ii (S) 
CUi --+i' (S) = -- lvg(s)=O 

vi(s) 

A + Z2 + Zj1 
(10) 

STM32F4Discovery 
Microcontroller 

Fig. 3. Proposed L(LCLh system. 
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Fig. 4. Bode plots of transfer functions ig(S )/Vi(S) . 

Z2(M + Zj1(M + Z2) + 1) + MZ1 Zj1 

(11) 

Fig. 4 shows the transfer function ig(s) / Vi(S) of both 
the L(LCLh filter and the LLCL filter while all the other 
parameters are the same except inductances of the traps. 
Also Lll in LLCL filter is divided into three parts and C f 
is divided into two capacitors. Fig. 5 presents the transfer 
function ii(s) / Vi (s) with aforementioned parameters. The 
figures help in verifying that all the requirements are satisfied 
with the design. It can be recognized that within half of the 
switching frequency range, the L(LCLh filter has almost the 
same frequency response pattern of an LLCL filter and both 
of resonant frequencies match the resonant frequency criteria 
of low pass filters for having a stable system. That is to say, 
compared with an ordinary LLCL filter, the additional C f2L f2 
branch of the LLCL filter does not bring any further control 
worries. (A + Z2 + Zl)Zj1 + (A + Z2)Zl 
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Fig. 5. Bode plots of transfer functions ii(S) / Vi (S ) . 

A. Parameter Design of the L( LCLh Filter 

Some limitations were introduced by [4], [16] , [22] to be 
considered when designing the power filters, an LCL and LLCL 
that could be used in L(LCLh filter. 

1) The total capacitive reactive power at rated load should 
be less than 5% of the nominal power and the capacitors 
are limited by this constraint. 

2) The total inductance is limited by the voltage drop 
during operation (lower than 10%). Otherwise, the dc
link voltage will be required to be higher to assure 
current controllability, which will result in greater losses 
in switching devices. 

3) The range of the resonant frequency ought to be between 
ten times the line frequency or one sixth of the switching 
frequency (whichever is bigger) [23] and one-half of the 
switching frequency, to keep away from stability and 
control problems may cause by resonance in the lower 
and upper parts of the harmonic spectrum. 

4) The inverter-side inductor L12 is constrained by the 
requirement of the maximum ripple current (generally 
lower than 40%). 

5) Considering IEEE 519-2014, the harmonics upper than 
the 35t h should be limited. For a grid-tied inverter 
system, each of the harmonic currents of greater than the 
35t h have to be less than 0.3% of the rated fundamental 
current, if the short-circuit current of the system is less 
than 20 times the nominal grid-side fundamental current. 

Considering mentioned constraints, the L(LCLh filter can 
be designed by using the following step by step procedure. 

1) With the intention of meeting a specific current ripple 
requirement, the inductance can be designed from the 
equation: 

where, Ire f is the rated reference peak current, al 
and a 2 are the inverter-side current ripple ratio, which 
generally have the value of 15% and 40% respectively. 
This inductance is the amount of total inductance of 
the filter (Lll =L2l +L22+L23) while L2l = K X Lll 
(33%<K<60%) and L22=L23=(Lll - L2l)/2. 

2) By selecting the absorbtion of reactive power while the 
system is operating in rated conditions, the capacitor 
value can be determined. 

(13) 

where x is a percentage of the reactive power absorbed 
at rated conditions (x < 1). The total capacitor value is 
limited by the below condition 

C _ 5%Prated 
max - V2 

9 Wo 
(14) 

Then the capacitor of each branch is almost half of the 
total capacitor. 

3) As LflCfl and L f2 Cf2 circuit resonate at the switching 
frequency and the double of the switching frequency, 
then, L fl and L f2 can be calculated as: 

1 1 
JLflCfl = Ws l , JLf2Cf2 = Ws 2 (15) 

where, Ws l is the switching frequency and Ws2 is twice 
the switching frequency in radians per second. 

4) Grid side inductance L 21 : In LLCL filters, L21 is mostly 
used to attenuate each harmonic around the twice of 
the switching frequency down to 0.3% and it can be 
articulated as in (12) , where J l (27fa), h(27fa), and 
J 5 (27fa) are the integrals of the Bessel function corre
sponding to the sideband harmonics at the frequency of 
(2ws + wo), (2ws + 3wo), and(2ws + 5wo) . 

(16) 

(Vdc/ 7f ) x J x IGV i -+ ig (j2ws) 1 < 0.3 
Iref -

(17) 

For a L(LCLh filter, because of the additional LfCf 
resonate circuit, the current harmonics around the double 
of switching frequency satisfy the requirements of IEEE 
519-2014 with far more ease. Therefor L21 is replaced 
by a portion of Lll . 

5) The resonant frequency can be calculated by setting the 
dominator of equations (10) or (11) to zero, after replac
ing "s" with "jw". If it does not satisfy the requirement 
3, absorbed reactive power can be changed and return 
to step 2. Or the tolerable current ripple can be adjusted 
again and return to step 1. 

6) Quality factor of each resonant branch should be 10 ::; 
Q ::; 50, which can be calculated as 

(18) 

Vdc where Rf is the gaped equivalent resistance of the 
?: L u ?: 4fs(a2 Iref) (12) inductors in the resonant branches (Lfl and Lf2). 
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Calculate LfJ and Lf2 
Equation (\5) 

L21 ~ K x L 
L" ~ L" ~ (L-L2IJI2 
(33%L <K < 60%L) 

Fig. 6. Flowchart of the parameter design procedure of L(LCLh filter. 

The most important limitations such as the voltage drop 
across the inductor, the capacitive reactive power, and the am
plitude of the harmonic currents should be considered, while 
the design process is iterative with the L( LCLh parameter 
values adjusted. The algorithm for designing the L(LCLh filter 
is shown in Fig. 6. 

B. Design example 

Once designing a high-order filter for power inverters, the 
base impedance of the system should be identified. So the base 
values of the total impedance, inductance, and capacitance are 
defined as (20) 

(19) 
Vg Zb 1 

Zb = --, Lb = -,Cb = --
P r ated Wb WbZb 

Time: Sms/div 
P2:rms(C1) P3:mean(C3) P4:mean(C2) P5:freq(C1) P6:mean(F2) 

5_644 A 
~ 

(a) 

Frequency: SkHz/div 

(b) 

Frequency: SkHz/div 

(c) 

Fig. 7. LLCL filter. (a) Grid voltage and grid-side current waveforms. (b) 
Power density spectrum of grid-side current (Experimental setup). (c) Power 
density spectrum of grid-side current (Simulation) 

Where Wb is the grid frequency and Prated is the rated active filter, owing to the L f 2Cf2 resonate circuit, the current 
power of the inverter. Considering the constrains addressed in harmonics around the twice of the switching frequency 
section II- A, and under the condition of that f8= 20 kHz, is approximately eliminated. Therefore, the calculated 
V de = 350V, Prated = 700W, grid phase to ground voltage is inductance for inverter side inductance of traditional 
120 V /60 Hz, and the sine-triangle, and asymmetrical regular LLCL filter is split into three smaller inductances. The 
sampled PWM, then, the attenuation of the current harmonics first part has a value of L12= 2.2 mH (about 53% of 
focused in the design processes of the L(LCLh filter can be calculated inductance of LLCL filter) that can satisfy all 
derived as: requirements of grid side inverter, then L22=1 mH and 

1) Adopting the 7.7% impedance for the inverter-side L32=1 mHo 
inductor, the inverter-side inductor is selected to be 2) The total capacitance to achieve maximum reactive 
4.2 mHo For an LLCL filter, L21 mainly depends on power absorbed at rated conditions (C f1 + C f2) :s; 0.05 
the objective to attenuate each harmonic around the Cb , the capacitor value is designed to C f1 + C f2 = 2 
switching frequency down to 0.3%, but for the L(LCLh p,F to limit the reactive power to 1.55%. If some of the 
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P2:rms(C7} P3:mean(C3') P":mean(C2) P5:freq(Cl) P6 :mean(F~ 

5 . 651 A 

'" 

(a) 

Frequency: SkHzldiv 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 8. L(LCLh filter. (a) Grid voltage and grid-side current waveforms. (b) 
Power density spectrum of grid-side current (Experimental setup). (c) Power 
density spectrum of grid-side current (Simulation). 

constraints cannot be met, it should be increased to the 
limit of 5%. 

3) The grid-side inductor ofL21 is removed in the L(LCLh 
filter, but L22 and L23 are two sections of the split filter 

Time: 20ms/div 

(a) 

-40 d B IHz L--.:..:.;;:,;:.r=:-':":':"--I 

Frequency: 10 kHzldiv 

(b) 

-40 dBIHz L-"';':";';+ ='--I .-------:-:-:-:-:-_-, 

Frequency: 10 kHzldiv 

(c) 

Fig. 9. (a) L f-C f current of LLCL filter. (b) Power spectral density of L f 
Cf current in LLCL filter (Experimental setup). (b) Power spectral density of 
L f-C f current in LLCL filter (Simulation). 

Rf2 is 0.08 rl. 

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL R ESULTS 

and both of them has the value of 1mH. In order to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed 
4) The consequent resonance frequency is 3.88 kHz for L(LCLh filter on suppressing the current harmonics, a 700-W 

the LLCL and the L(LCLh filter has two resonant prototype of the single-phase full-bridge grid-tied inverter with 
frequencies of 4.12 kHz and 8.01 kHz, which all are the "STM32F4" Microcontroller is constructed. In addition 
lower than one half of the switching frequency and a Matlab Simulink-based study is carried out to assess the 
bigger than one sixth of the switching frequency. experimental analysis. The experimental parameters of the 

5) The quality factor of resonant branches is chosen to be filter are the same as those for simulations listed in Table 
50, and the equivalent resistor value of R f1 is 0.16 and I. 
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Time: iv 

(a) 

Frequency: 10 kHzldiv 

(b) 

-40dB!Hz 

(c) 

80 kHz 
-114.87 dBlHz 

1 

80 kHz 
-113.98 dBlHz 

1 

Fig. 10. (a) Current of switching frequency trap L f1-C f1 of modified 
LLCL filter. (b) Power spectral density of Lf1-Cfl current in L(LCLh 
filter (Experimental setup). (c) Power spectral density of Lf1-Cfl current 
in L(LCLh filter (Simulation). 

7 

Time: 20ms/div 

(a) 

-40 dB!Hz 

Frequency: 10 kHz/div 

(b) 

40 kHz 
-114.60 dB!Hz 

1 60 kHz 
-120.89 dB!Hz 

;;. ~ 
" c ... " .-=::;:> 
~'" .. ~ 
~~ 
1:;..., ,,= 
~ .... 
Q 

~ 

(c) 

Fig. 11. (a) Current of double of switching frequency trap L f2-C f2 of 
L(LCLh filter. (b) Power spectral density of Lf2-Cf2 current in L(LCLh 
filter (Experimental setup). (c) Power spectral density of Lf2-Cf2 current in 
L(LCLh filter (Simulation). 

The experiments are evaluated and investigated under the cases I and II respectively. Figs. 7(b) and Fig. 8(b) illustrate 
given conditions of fs = 20 kHz, V de = 350 V, v 9 = 120 V /60 that the amplitude of the dominant harmonic current at 20 
Hz, Prated = 700 W, and SPWM strategy is used in the inverter kHz is reduced by 8.80 dB 1HZ from case I to case II, but at 
and the DC link voltage is kept at 350 V. 40 kHz it increased from -102.37 dB/Hz (case I) to -97.01 

Case I is the traditional LLCL filter strategy and Case II is dB/Hz (case II). So the most dominant current harmonics are 
the L(LCLh filter strategy with an extra trap at 40 kHz. Figs. diminished even more than previous design. However a small 
7-11 show important system measurements that are captured increase occurred at double of switching frequency but as the 
by a LaCory WaveRunner 64Xi oscilloscope in experimental power density is too small (-97.01 dBlHz), it can be neglected. 
tests. Therefore, the size of the filter is reduced, and as a result the 

Figs. 7 and 8 show the grid side current-voltage waveforms the total loss is decreased. In addition the performance of the 
and the power density spectrum of the grid-side current for filter is improved. Figs. 7 (c) and 8 (c) show the simulation 
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oscilloscope Microcontroller 

Fig. 12. Experimental Setup 

results of power density spectrum of grid-side current. As it 
can be seen the experimental results are in accordance to the 
simulation graphs. 

The currents flowing through the resonant branches for Case 
I and Case II are shown in Figs. 9 to 11 while the grid current 
is 5.8 A and the voltage is 120 V. The magnitude of the 
currents in L fl C fl and L f2C f2 traps are almost half of L fC f 
trap and that is because the impedance of the both traps of 
L(LCLh filter is 2.652 krl (at 60 Hz) but the LLCL filter has 
an impedance of 1.326 krl. Also, it can be seen that the power 
density of current harmonics at the switching frequency and 
multiples of the switching frequency are almost the same in 
LfCf branch of LLCL and LflCfl branch of the L(LCLh 
filter. In addition to that more attenuation occurs at L f2C 12' 
Then in Figs. 9 (c) - 11 (c) simulation results are depicted 
which are quite close to the hardware experimental results. 

The measured total harmonic distortion (THD)% of ig 
in Cases I, and II are 3.72% and 2.94% which shows the 
effectiveness of the designed filter in improving the THD of 
the grid current. 

The photo of the L(LCLh-filter-based inverter system is 
shown in Fig. 12. For building the inductances of LLCL and 
L( LCLh filters Ferrite cores with N87 material and epoxy 
coating is used. 

A. Analysis and Discussion 

From the simulation and experimental results, the following 
can be seen. 

1) In both Cases, the dominating harmonic current meets 
the recommendation of IEEE 519-2014 in the experi
ment' however the 20kHz current harmonic reduced and 
the 40kHz current harmonic has the same value. 

2) The value of the grid-side inductor in reduced in cases 
II, so the voltage drop during operation and thereby the 
dc link voltage are the same. 

3) The value of the total inductor of L( LCLh filter is 
reduced by a factor of 22.22%, compared to that of the 
LLCL filter. 

TABLE I 
PARAM ETERS USED FOR SIM ULATIONS 

Elements Parameters Values 

Inverter DC link voltage (Vd c ) 350 v 
Switching frequency (fs ) 20 kHz 

Rated power (Prate ) 700 w 
AC Grid Grid phase voltage (Vg) 120 V 

Grid frequency (fo) 60 Hz 
Modified LLCL filter Converter side inductor (L,) 2.2mH 

Grid side inductors (L21 = L22) I mH 
Resonant circuit inductor (Lfd 63.3 /LH 
Resonant circuit inductor (L 12) 15.83 /LH 

Resonant circuit capacitors (C fl = C f2) I /LF 
Equivalent resistance of the inductor (Rfl) 0.16 rl 
Equivalent resistance of the inductor (Rf2) 0.08 rl 

LLCL filter Converter si de inductor (Ld 4.2 mH 
Grid side inductor (L2) 1.2 mH 

Resonant circuit inductor (L f ) 31.67 /LH 
Resonant circuit capacitor (C f) 2/LF 

Equivalent resistance of the inductor (Rr) 0.11 rl 

5) In general, the experimental results are in acceptable 
agreement with the theoretical study, particularly with 
regard to the harmonic current attenuation around the 
switching frequency and the double of the switching 
frequency. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the principle of the conventional LLCL filter 
and parameter design of the L( LCLh filters has been proposed. 
Since grid side inductance (L21 ) of the LLCL filter is mainly 
decided by the harmonic currents around the double of the 
switching frequency instead of those around the switching 
frequency, it has been replaced by a small trap at double 
of switching frequency. Compared to the LLCL filter, this 
replacement results in reduction of the total inductance size 
and hence total loss of the filter. The inverter side inductance is 
divided into three parts to place resonant branches in between 
them. Therefore, the L(LCLh filter has less copper loss and 
better performance at high order harmonics attenuation. In 
the proposed design, the maximum power factor variation 
remained unchanged and the THD has improved by 18.61 %. 

A 700 W single-phase grid-tied inverter is designed to 
compare the characteristics of the conventional LLCL filter 
and the suggested L(LCLh filter through experimental results. 
The results validate the value of the inductors of the L(LCLh 
filter, which is reduced by a factor of 22.22%, compared to 
that of the LLCL filter, when the modulation index is 0.9 
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